The goal of this article is to present the observations of the main impacts of the COVID-19 pandemic on European air transport, as well as to highlight possible scenarios and perspectives for aviation industry restoring. The article focuses on the European Union Reaction on such impacts. Besides, the article highlights outlines measures and packages to mitigate COVID-19’s effects on air services. Research methods: the research was carried out using generally accepted methods of scientific knowledge, such as: analytical, comparative-legal, systemic-structural, statistics and others. Results: as a result of academic research, the main impacts of the COVID-19 on European aviation were revealed, current measures of the European Union and International organizations were outlined and post-Covid-19 scenario and perspectives in the European aviation industry were presented. Discussion: the COVID-19 pandemic impacted on European air transport and caused an unprecedented and unparalleled stall in air traffic, with an overall reduction of international passengers estimated between 50 and 80% in the first months of 2020 as compared to 2019. Besides forecasts do not predict a fast recovery, with figures indicating that only between the end of the year and the beginning of 2021, intra-EU air traffic will partially recover, with expectations of 25-30% less aircraft movement and passengers as compared to the same months of 2019. The European Union’s reaction consists in safety related measures and packages to mitigate COVID-19’s effects on air services, airport slot allocation, air cargo operations, passenger protection, state aid. While some measures are likely to remain temporary in nature, some others, like airlines’ vouchers, will probably need more time to be further and thoroughly addressed by the EU legislator.
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Introduction. The first months of the year 2020 have been characterised by the outbreak of an infectious disease caused by an influenza virus, belonging to the family of coronaviruses, never seen before in humans and labelled as «SARS-COV2», or more commonly «COVID-19» [1]. In actual fact, the first appearance of the latest discovered coronavirus, which among other malfunctions of the body, causes severe pneumonias, largely traces back to October/November 2019 where it rapidly spread in the Chinese megalopolis of Wuhan.

COVID-19 is not much different from previous epidemic outbreaks registered since 2000, as it belongs to the same genus as the Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome («SARS») and the Middle East Respiratory Syndrome («MERS»), which had too a significant impact worldwide [2]. However, the infection of COVID-19 has spread rapidly and widely, reaching the landmark number of almost 10 million cases worldwide. This involved, with little distinction, almost all countries of the world with over 185 countries in all continents reporting cases [3].

The global health situation has received institutional recognition, with the World Health Organization (WHO), describing it as a Public Health Emergency [4] and officially declaring it to be a pandem-
ic on 11 March 2020 [5]. Further, most States worldwide imposing travel and social bans and restrictions [6], inducing domestic leaders, as well as international institutions to define it as possibly the worst global crisis since Second World War [7].

**The Impact of the COVID-19 Pandemic on European Air Transport: Data and Facts.** Air transport, in general, and European air transport, in particular, are undoubtedly among the sectors that have been hardest hit by the pandemic outbreak. As a matter of fact, the rapid diffusion of the infection throughout the European continent, along with the imposition of travel and migrations bans across all Member States of the European Union (EU) have determined an unprecedented and unparalleled stall in air traffic, with an overall reduction of international passengers estimated between 50 and 80% in the first months of 2020 as compared to 2019 [8].

As the EU air transport market is an highly densely congested environment, it shall not surprise that data from EUROCONTROL report a vertiginous fall in aircraft operation, which during the months of April, May and June 2020 has reached historic minimum levels of -89% as compared to last year’s traffic [9]. This is not only due to the rapid and uncontrolled spread of the infection, but also to the fact that social, travel and migration restrictions have made crossing border within the EU impossible. In addition, the EU itself has suspended all air traffic and movements from/to extra-EU countries, de facto closing the Union’s borders as of late March 2020. This situation is gradually changing by the day as, in June 2020, the EU Commission has recommended and urged the reopening of EU borders, the reopening of the Schengen Area [10], as well as the ease of travel restrictions between EU Member States [11].

Regrettably, forecasts do not predict a fast recovery, with figures indicating that only between the end of the year and the beginning of 2021, intra-EU air traffic will partially recover, with expectations of 25-30% less aircraft movement and passengers as compared to the same months of 2019. It follows, however, that these data shall also be read in conjunction with the continuous health, political and economic developments, as experts are keen on predicting that a second wave of the infection may appear globally in fall 2020.

**Reactions from the European Airline Industry.** The COVID-19 pandemic outbreak had – and continue to do so – unprecedented and immense social, logistic, economic and political repercussions. On a global scale, what captures the attention is the financial damage that the global airline industry is currently facing, quantified in the order of over 250 billion US dollars in the first quarter of 2020 [12]. Number are continuously growing as air traffic is still considerable below average standards. Losses do not only directly stem from the operational stall, but comprise a large number of items, including, for instance, rental payments, slot fees, airport charges, financial compensation to passengers [13].

In Europe, losses relating to the first half of 2020 are quantified in over EUR 78 billion, with several national markets severely affected (e.g. Spain, Italy and France). The reaction of EU airlines has been rather uniform, with several carriers grounding their entire fleets (e.g. Ryanair, Swiss) to counterbalance the vertiginous fall in demand and the legal restrictions to both international and extra-EU operations.

The health emergency and the freeze of air operations has produced significant effects at the social level. While in some cases, air carriers have been able to maintain their staff, with pay cut and unpaid leaves [14], some others, such as British Airways [15], Air France [16] or Lufthansa [17], reached deals with their national governments to temporarily suspend thousands of their employees or to significantly reduce their working hours, some other airlines have already warned substantial redundancies and workforce dismissal [18].

**The European Union Reaction: Measures and Packages to Mitigate COVID-19’s Effects on Air Services.** The outbreak of the COVID-19 pandemic has urged the EU to react in a comprehensive and harmonious manner. In the area of air transport, the EU possibly faced one of its biggest challenges since the three regulatory packages of liberalisation of air services, adopted in the years 1987-1992, established a true single EU internal aviation market [19].

In this light, the European Commission, also upon requests and recommendations coming from EU airlines and industry associations, has been carefully attentive of the factual and political development
and has promptly addressed a variety of critical issues.

Airport Slot Allocation. The first intervention relates to the area of slot allocation. This area is governed by Regulation (EC) No. 95/93 providing common rules on slot allocation at EU airports [20]. According to this Regulation, airlines shall use at least 80% of their take-off and landing slots in order to be granted the right to use the same slot in the following year [21]. This industry practice is also known as ‘grandfathering rights’ or ‘80% rule’ [22]. Given the discussed travel restrictions and the stall in air operations, doubts and concerns pertaining to the application of such provision rapidly arose within the aviation community. As early as 2 March 2020, the International Air Transport Association (IATA) and the Airports Council International (ACI) urged regulators and requested that rules governing slot allocation be suspended for the year 2020 as the application of the «80% rule» during such historic months would be inappropriate and would not reflect the extraordinary nature of the global social and economic scenario [23].

Welcoming the industry recommendations, and acknowledging the extraordinariness of the pandemic outbreak, on 30 March 2020, the EU adopted a Regulation formally amending the above referred EU legal regime for slot allocation [24]. The legislative measure establishes a temporary framework applicable until 24 October 2020 (but a final evaluation on the duration of these extraordinary measures will be made on 15 September 2020), which following the proposals from the European Commission [25], suspends the application of the airport slot requirements as per Regulation (EC) No. 95/93 and provides a waiver for all EU airlines with respect to the 80% rule.

Provision of Air Services within the Union. The regulation of air services in the EU is contained in the Regulation (EC) No. 1008/2008, which provides basic rules as to freedom of establishment of airlines [26]. This legal regime has in fact revolutionised the provision and the structure of air traffic in Europe, as it introduced the notion of «Community (now Union) air carrier» [27] and de facto abolished the reserve of cabotage [28] in the entire territory of the Union.

Notably, among the requirements set out for the issuance of EU air operator licenses, the Regulation requires air carriers to demonstrate a solid financial stability and viability [29]. On these grounds, Member States may revoke or suspend the operating licence of any air carrier, which may not be able to fulfil its financial obligations in the next twelve months. Since such financial requirement is deemed to conflict with the financial crisis stemming from the COVID-19 pandemic, the EU promptly intervened, accepting the numerous recommendations of the European Commission [30], by temporarily amending Regulation (EC) No. 1008/2008 [31]. The temporary framework not only suspends the application of the financial conditions for EU air carriers, but also introduces a section relating to “emergency measures relating to COVID-19” designed to simplify mechanisms and procedures, as well as provides for the automatic renewal of all ground handling contracts currently in force until December 2021.

Air Cargo Operations. On 26 March 2020, the European Commission issued a Communication providing guidelines for the operation of air cargo services within and from/to the EU [32]. In particular, it is stressed that air cargo plays a vital role in the quick delivery of essential goods, medicines, medical equipment and supplies, organs or other substances of human origin.

The adopted measures aim at facilitating and simplifying procedural aspects connected to the operation of air cargo services. More specifically, the measures include the temporary removal of night curfews or slot restrictions at airports for essential cargo operations, facilitating the use of passenger-only aircraft for extraordinary cargo operations, ensuring that staff working in the cargo industry are qualified as critical personnel during lockdowns and emergency measures and encouraging that cargo operations will reserve capacity for the transportation of essential and/or medical equipment or cargo.

Passenger Protection. The diffusion of the infection of COVID-19, along with the numerous travel and migration restrictions imposed globally and in Europe resulted in a completely unprecedented situation whereby most EU airlines cancelled their entire schedules. This determined a
never-seen before amount of cancelled flights within the EU, with consequently huge repercussions for both airlines and customers.

The EU is one of the few world’s regions having a systematic legal regime concerning air passenger rights. This is outlined in the text of Regulation (EC) No. 261/2004, which provides assistance and monetary compensation in cases of denied boarding, long delay and flight cancellation [33].

The reaction of EU airlines to the immense number of flight cancellations has been that of offering customers digital monetary vouchers, usually of the amount corresponding to the ticket price paid by the passenger. Vouchers generate benefits for airlines as not having to reimburse passengers, they do not have to suffer liquidity difficulties. Also, offering a voucher is a rather convenient instrument, as the voucher can exclusively be spent with the relevant airline, ensuring therefore continuity of scheduling and capacity.

The use of monetary voucher, however, has raised significant concerns and issues both within the industry and in the opinion of EU institutions. Voucher are, indeed, not formally encompassed by Regulation (EC) No. 261/2004 and represent a sui generis practice, which has developed within the industry itself. A debate has recently emerged on the validity of vouchers offered by the carriers, particularly in light of their compatibility with the regime of Regulation (EC) No. 261/2004. On this issue, in an attempt to clarify the matter, the European Commission, as early as March 2020, has issued interpretative guidelines on the application of the EU passenger rights regime (Regulation (EC) No 261/2004) during the COVID-19 pandemic [34].

The matter has been further clarified in May 2020 with the European Commission adopting a recommendation through which it reaffirms that vouchers that carriers offer to passengers shall be an alternative to reimbursement in money, as the passenger shall at all times be free to choice what whether he/she intends to voluntarily accept the voucher in the place of monetary compensation as provided by Regulation (EC) No. 261/2004 [35].

In the area of passenger protection, future perspectives are not easy to identify. In fact, Regulation (EC) No. 261/2004 has already undergone criticism and revision procedure and the aviation community at large is invoking some more flexible instruments and a more balanced approach. Early speculations also seem to indicate that vouchers could possibly enter the legal regime by way of a new revised Regulation so as to provide flexible instruments and emergency responses.

State Aid. State aid is usually a rather delicate and sensitive matter, comprising social, economic and political opportunities and consideration. It should not come as a surprise, therefore, that the tremendous economic impact of the current COVID-19 pandemic has early triggered compelling substantial doubts and issues.

As a matter of fact, the EU (international) airline industry has witnessed a truly unprecedented crisis, with moments of complete stall in not only operations, but also naturally in income. As a result, most of the carriers are currently facing difficulties and financial instability, firmly invoking, along with the industry associations, such as IATA or Airlines for Europe (A4E) that governmental financial intervention by means of aid or direct grants is fundamental for the survival of the entire industry [36].

State aid regulation has been one of the first areas in which the EU intervened since the outbreak of the pandemic. On 19 March 2020, the European Commission issued a Communication establishing a temporary framework for State aid measures to support the economy in the current COVID-19 outbreak [37]. This forms part of the broader coordinated economic response that the EU has promoted against the negative effects of COVID-19 on the Union’s economy [38].

The temporary framework makes it possible to consider certain State aid as compatible with the internal EU market in application of the provisions of Art. 107 of the Treaty on the Functioning of the European Union (TFEU) [39]. This framework essentially enables and allows States to provide financial support in the form of direct grants, guarantees and loans channelled through credit institutions, banks or financial institutions or taxation relief to support undertakings facing shortage or unavailability of liquidity, provided that the measure meets certain conditions. Among others, main conditions require that the aid shall be granted by 31 December 2020 and to undertakings that were
not already in financial difficulties at the date of 31 December 2019.

State aid in the EU airline industry is not a new phenomenon, as many large airlines (legacy carriers) have benefitted from significant State financial aid in the last decades, often raising doubts and concerns as to their respect of the requirements set out under Art. 107 ff of the TFEU [40]. Currently, there have been discussion practically in every Member State concerning the possibility to grant governmental financial aid to national airlines. For instance, the German government and the French/Dutch governments have been negotiating with their national air carriers, Lufthansa and Air France/KLM, huge aid of about EUR 9.8 billion and 7.7 billion, respectively. In the same light, the Italian government took a public stake in the company business structure of the national carrier, Alitalia, raising its previous participation from 25% to over 75%.

While the European Commission seems to be favourable to this scenario, with a highly likely chance that it will approve large State aid to airlines, criticism and legitimate doubts have been raised by a number of EU air carriers, for instance low-cost carriers such as Ryanair and Easyjet, which have announced that they will challenge the above financial grants in application of the norms of EU competition law and on the basis that aid are discriminatory in nature – as they are strategically granted only to some airlines – and have a discriminatory effect on the fair competition or level playing field dogma, which has characterised the last 20 years of the EU’s action in the field of internal and external air transport relations.

Safety Related Measures: the Role of the European Aviation Safety Agency. In addition to the political measures adopted by the European Commission in the area of air transport, one shall not disregard that the European Union Aviation Safety Agency (EASA) has also taken active response to the COVID-19 pandemic in the field of technical and safety of air travel.

Besides postponing the entering into force of Regulation (EU) No. 2019/947 in the area of unmanned aircraft operation [41], which is now expected to take effect as of 1 January 2021, EASA has issued relevant and helpful guidance material in the areas of: (i) crew member qualification, training and licensing, providing for some temporary modifications and exemptions relating to licensing [42]; and (ii) aircraft operation at large, providing a Health Safety Protocol [43], which details requirements, procedures, checks and measures that both operators (e.g. air carriers), personnel and passengers shall observe. These include, for instance, the wearing of face masks when on board aircraft or within airport facilities, the obligation to disinfect aircraft’s interior before and after every operation, as well as more specific security screening at airports (e.g. temperature check; social distancing).

Conclusion. At the time of writing, the European aviation industry is slowly restarting operations. Forecasts predict that, although slight and timid signs of recovery will increase in summer 2020, intra-EU air traffic will still be well below-average until the end of 2020.

The COVID-19 pandemic has demonstrated that rapid and vertiginous changes in the normal aircraft operations and, more generally, to the usual global political and transport scenario, do require swift regulatory and political adaptations as, for instance, the airline industry is naturally linked to social and political development on a much larger scale. The EU’s response to the vertiginous fall in demand has been significant, but whether new initiatives will be necessary to support the aviation and airline industries will very much depend on the development of the diffusion of the pandemic outbreak, as well as on the political measures that will be adopted at the national level by Member States.

While some measures are likely to remain temporary in nature, some others will probably need more time to be further and thoroughly addressed by the EU legislator. For instance, areas such as passenger rights and State aid are likely to continue producing their effects in the next months and, consequently, the Union will evaluate whether to extend, renew – or even make some temporary amendments more permanent (e.g. vouchers).
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